
Classic & Excelsior Annexe 

Erection Instructions 

The Khyam annexe is designed to connect to your existing tent via both ‘fast clips’ 

and ‘guy ties’.

1/ Firstly ensure there is adequate space in front of your tent to pitch the annexe

and clear the area of sharp stones or objects that may damage the fabric of your 

annexe.

2/ First find the large square flysheet section that is designed to fit over the roof 

of your existing tent, this will have a guy tie cord in each corner. See Fig 1. 

Locate the tie points either side of the main roof section that are nearest to the 

annexe section and tie these firmly to the two auto joints on the side of the tent 

you wish to pitch the annex. See Fig 2 & 3. 

3/ Then carefully flip the remaining roof section fabric of the annexe over the roof 

of your existing tent. If you cannot reach simply loop a separate guy Rope around 

the ‘C’ clip in the corner of the fabric and walk the fabric around to the back 

section of your tent. Then tie the rear tie points into position as before. See Fig 4. 

Once all 4 corner tie points are in position and you are happy with the fit of the 

roof annexe you can then clip the plastic ‘C’ clip in each corner of the roof section 

to the roof pole system of your tent. See Fig 5.

4/  Then carefully clip the 4 ‘flysheet to pole’ clips on both sides of the annexe to 

the main poles of your tent. See Fig 6.

5/ Assemble the shock-corded fibreglass pole together and thread it carefully 

through the sleeves on the front roof section of the annexe. See Fig 7. 

6/ Assemble 1 of the the steel upright side poles, consisting of 2 sections. Locate 

the black plastic pole joining bung on the end of the fibreglass roof pole on this  

side of the annexe into the open end of the angled upper section of the steel 

upright pole.

Repeat this for the opposite side of the annexe.

7/ Clip the ‘flysheet to pole’ clips on both side sections of the annexe to the steel 

upright poles. See Fig 8. 

8/ Thread the three rear guy rope on your tent through the webbing guy fixings

On the rear roof of the annexe. See Fig 9. Peg guy ropes as normal. 

9/ Connect the triangular toggle fixings on the inside of the roof of the annexe

to the three guy point fixings on your tent. See Fig 10 & 11.

10/ Locate and tie the annexe roof ties to the roof poles of your tent on both

the front and rear sections of the annexe. See Fig 12 & 13.

11/ Finally peg out all the intermediate pegging points and position and peg all guy 

points securely. See Fig 14.
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